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Abstract

In 2012, Yeh and Tsaur proposed an advanced scheme for
access control in mobile pay-TV systems based on pairing
and elliptic curve, which were inherent in the cryptogra-
phy of Sun and Leu’s scheme. In their paper, they pointed
out two weaknesses in Sun and Leu’s scheme and tried to
overcome these weaknesses. However, we still found that
Yeh and Tsaur’s scheme was not secure. In this research,
we will show that an attacker who obtains an obsolete,
previous session key can easily break Yeh and Tsaur’s
scheme. The analysis shows that Yeh and Tsaur’s scheme
is not secure for practical applications.
Keywords: Authentication, conditional access system,
cryptanalysis, pay-TV services

1 Introduction

With the tremendous breakthroughs in wireless network
technologies and electronic commerce, television payment
systems (i.e., pay-TV systems) have become one of the
most significant modes of payment in multimedia ser-
vices. Pay-TV systems allow viewers to selectively pur-
chase their favorite programs and control the access of
those authorized viewers to paid TV programs. For these
reasons, the issue of authorization in pay-TV systems has
become important and attracted a lot of attention.

In the early stages of designing pay-TV systems, re-
searchers tried to utilize the properties of conditional ac-
cess systems (CASs) to obtain more secure and convenient
control of users’ access. Several CASs based on symmet-
ric cryptosystems have been proposed [2, 3, 8]. Unfor-
tunately, researchers have found that schemes based on
symmetric cryptosystems are insecure. For this reason,
different types of pay-TV schemes have been proposed. In

2000, Lee [5] designed an authentication protocol based on
the digital-signature technique. In Lee’s scheme, pay-TV
systems can deal effectively with the problems of privacy
and non-repudiation. In 2003, Song and Korba [7] pro-
posed an RSA-based authentication protocol for pay-TV
systems. In 2009, Sun and Leu [9] proposed an authenti-
cation scheme for pay-TV systems using a bilinear pair-
ing technique [1] and elliptic curve cryptography [4, 6].
However, Yeh and Tsaur [10] pointed out that there were
two security flaws in Sun and Leu’s scheme, i.e., 1) fail-
ure in subscriber authentication and 2) unauthorized ac-
cess. Also, Yeh and Tsaur proposed an advanced scheme
to improve these security flaws, but we found that Yeh
and Tsaur’s scheme still does not have adequate security.
Specifically, their scheme cannot resist Type II adverse
event (Section 3). This shortcoming will be demonstrated
and analyzed in detail in the following section.

2 Yeh and Tsaur’s Scheme

In this section, first, we review Yeh and Tsaur’s scheme,
and, then, we discuss its weakness. Yeh and Tsaur’s
scheme is divided into four phases: 1) initialization, 2)
issue, 3) subscription, and 4) hand-off. Here, we omit
descriptions of Phases 3 and 4 because the weakness has
no immediate impact in those phases. A more-detailed
description of Yeh and Tsaur’s scheme are given in [10].

2.1 Initialization Phase

First, the server must choose an elliptic curve E (with
order q) and a base point P . Then, the server sets a
cyclic additive group G1 (with order q), multiplicative
group G2 (with order q), and a bilinear map e (G1 ×
G1 → G2). At the same time, the server chooses two
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secret numbers x and ks ∈ Z∗q to generate AS = x · P
and ZS = ks · AS . Then, the server encodes a service
identity number SIN to GSIN = (xSIN , ySIN ) ∈ G1

and encodes its identity IDS by a one-way hash function
H1(·), which maps {0, 1}∗ → G1. After that, the server
publishes QS = H1(IDS), AS , and GSIN .

After self-setting, the server helps the ith user to com-
pute Qi = H1(IDi) and choose one secret key xi. Then,
the server generates an authentication public key Ai =
xi · P and two private keys Pi = xi ·Qi and Zi = xi ·AS .
Furthermore, the server encodes IDi to GIDi = (xIDi ,
yIDi

) ∈ G1. Finally, the server sends Qi, Pi, Ai, Zi, and
GIDi via a secure channel.

2.2 Issue Phase

When the user i wants to access the service, he or she
can execute the issue phase. In this phase, first, the user
selects one secret key ki ∈ Z∗q to generate the authentica-
tion parameters as ai = ki ·Ai, Ei = ki · P , Xi = ki ·AS ,
Ci = ki ·Pi +ki ·xsk ·QS , UIDi = GIDi +ki ·ysk ·ZS , and
USINi = GSIN + ki · (xsk + ysk) · AS . After all of the
authentication parameters have been generated, the user
sends the message Authi = {ai,Ei,Xi,Ci,UIDi,USINi}
to the server to request service.

After the server receives the message Authi from the
user, the server generates the session key SKi = ai · x =
(xsk,ysk) ∈ G1. Then, the server can decrypt UIDi and
USINi to extract GIDi and GSIN . After that, the
server can decode GIDi and GSIN to IDi and SIN ,
respectively. Finally, the server computes and verifies the
equation e(Ci,AS)? = e(Qi,SKi) · e(QS ,xsk ·Xi) to verify
the identity of the user, where e(·) is a bilinear paring
map. After passing the verification, the server can use re-
ceived parameters to compute Yi = Qi · x, YG =

∑m
i=1 Yi,

QG =
∑m

i=1 Qi, λK = H2(SIN ,(YG + ZS)), and a certifi-
cation token CT = e(YG,QG) ·λK . Then, the server sends
the message AuthS = {YG,QG,CT} to the user.

Then, after the user receives the message AuthS , he
or she can compute and verify the equation e(YG,ai)? =
e(QG,SKi) to verify the validity of the server. If the equa-
tion holds, the user can generate her or his own individual
certification token CTi = CT · e(YG,(QG−Qi))−1; other-
wise, the user terminates the procedure.

2.3 Security Analysis

Two types of adverse events were pointed out by Yeh
and Tsaur in [9], i.e., 1) an attacker can modify the au-
thentication parameters and pass the subscriber authen-
tication and 2) an attacker can use one previous session
key to gain access to services. Yeh and Tsaur claimed
that their scheme could withstand both of these adverse
events. Upon careful assessment of their security anal-
ysis, we were able to demonstrate that Yeh and Tsaur’s
scheme can be defeated by a Type II adverse event. In or-
der to obtain more clear security analyses, we developed
a scenario to analyze Yeh and Tsaur’s scheme. Here, we

assume that there is an attacker, Justin, who obtains the
previous round’s session key SKi from his target user i.
Then, we can proceed to accomplish the scenario as de-
scribed below.

First, Justin intercepts the message Authi =
{ai,Ei,Xi,Ci,UIDi,USINi}, which was transmitted be-
tween the user i and the server. Also, he can use the
session key SKi and the parameters UIDi and USINi to
extract GIDi and GSIN by computing GIDi = UIDi −
(ysk · SKi) and GSIN = USINi − ((xsk + ysk) · SKi).
Second, Justin chooses a random number J to gener-
ate one fake session key SK ′

i = aix · J = (x′sk,y′sk)
and computes the fake parameters as a′i = ai · J , E′

i =
Ei/cdotJ , X ′

i = Xi · J · (x′sk)(−1)·xsk , C ′i = Ci · J ,
UID′

i = GIDi + y′sk · SK ′
i, and USIN ′

i = GSIN +
((x′sk + y′sk) · SK ′

i). After that, he sends the fake mes-
sage Auth′i = {a′i,E′

i,X
′
i,C

′
i,UID′

i,USIN ′
i} to the server.

After receiving the message Auth′i, the server begins
to use its secret number x to generate the session key
SK ′

i = a′i · x = (x′sk,y′sk). Then, the server computes
GIDi = UID′

i − (y′sk · SK ′
i) and GSIN = USIN ′

i −
((x′sk + y′sk) · SK ′

i). Furthermore, the server can use ex-
tracted parameters GIDi and GSIN to map IDi and
SIN . Finally, the server computes and verifies the equa-
tion e(C ′i,AS)? = e(Qi,SK ′

i) · e(QS ,x′skX ′
i) to verify the

validity of the user. However, the fake parameters that
were generated by Justin can still pass the verification.
The details of the equation are shown as follows:

e(C ′i, AS)
= e(J · ki · Pi + J · ki · xsk ·QS , AS)
= e(J · ki · xi ·Qi, AS) · e(J · ki · xsk ·QS , AS)
= e(Qi, AS)J·ki·xi · e(QS , AS)J·ki·xsk

= e(Qi, x · P )J·ki·xi · e(QS , J · ki · xsk ·AS)
= e(Qi, J · ki · xi · x · P ) · e(QS , J · ki · xsk ·AS)
= e(Qi, SK ′

i) · e(QS , x′skX ′
i).

According to the above derivation, we see that Justin
can use the fake parameters to cheat the server success-
fully. Most importantly, the original session key SKi that
protects the services in the pay-TV system was replaced
by the fake session key SK ′

i. However, Justin can compute
and generate SK ′

i = SKi · J , thereby obtaining unautho-
rized access to the pay-TV system.

3 Conclusions

Although Yeh and Tsaur proposed an advanced scheme
for pay-TV systems to overcome the weaknesses in Sun
and Leu’s scheme, their advanced scheme still has a se-
rious security flaw. In this research, we pointed out Yeh
and Tsaur’s advanced scheme is insecure. Using a simple
and clear attack scenario, we showed that an unautho-
rized attacker can modify the transmitted message and
cheat the server by gaining access easily.
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